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Abstract

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) can synthesize
realistic images, with the learned latent space shown to en-
code rich semantic information with various interpretable
directions. However, due to the unstructured nature of the
learned latent space, it inherits the bias from the training
data where specific groups of visual attributes that are not
causally related tend to appear together, a phenomenon
also known as spurious correlations, e.g., age and eye-
glasses or women and lipsticks. Consequently, the learned
distribution often lacks the proper modelling of the miss-
ing examples. The interpolation following editing direc-
tions for one attribute could result in entangled changes
with other attributes. To address this problem, previous
works typically adjust the learned directions to minimize
the changes in other attributes, yet they still fail on strongly
correlated features. In this work, we study the entangle-
ment issue in both the training data and the learned latent
space for the StyleGAN2-FFHQ model. We propose a novel
framework SC2GAN that achieves disentanglement by re-
projecting low-density latent code samples in the original
latent space and correcting the editing directions based on
both the high-density and low-density regions. By leverag-
ing the original meaningful directions and semantic region-
specific layers, our framework interpolates the original la-
tent codes to generate images with attribute combination
that appears infrequently, then inverts these samples back
to the original latent space. We apply our framework to pre-
existing methods that learn meaningful latent directions and
showcase its strong capability to disentangle the attributes
with small amounts of low-density region samples added.

1. Introduction

Recent advances of Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [10], such as StyleGAN [14, 15, 13] and BigGAN

Figure 1: Illustration of our method: original latent distribu-

tion (left) and self-corrected latent distribution (right). The

intensity of the color indicates the density of different sub-

regions in the learned latent space. The white arrows show

the interpolation directions. The “eyeglasses” direction and

the “age” direction are more orthogonal to each other in the

self-corrected latent space.

[7], boost a remarkable success for synthesizing photo-

realistic images. In addition to a variety of real-world ap-

plications such as image-to-image translation [12, 27] or

text-to-image translations [26, 16], another line of work

[4, 5, 25, 11, 20, 8] that studies the interpretability of GANs

has also generated increasing attention in the community.

These works study the learned latent space by identifying

semantically meaningful directions and interpolating along

the learned directions. However, challenges remain to per-

fectly disentangle correlated features such as age and eye-

glasses while obtaining valid feature controls, due to the

biased learned distribution.

To tackle the challenge of entangled features, prior

works have largely taken three approaches to obtain dis-

entangled controls: orthogonalization of the learned direc-

tions [20, 23, 3], controls based on semantic masks [25],

and gradient-based channel filtering [8]. Orthogonalization

of the learned directions [20, 23, 3] follows the assumption

that for any learned direction, a change along another or-
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thogonal axis should not affect the feature for the learned

direction. For example, if A and B are two orthogonal di-

rections that define two hyperplanes, changing along the

A axis should not affect its distance to B’s hyperplane.

This can be achieved through projecting one direction onto

another or optimization-based procedures. In practice, as

shown in [20], the learned directions are often found as or-

thogonal yet entangled in the embedding vector space be-

cause projection can only remove linear correlations while

nonlinear relationships between them could still exist. The

second type of strategy [25] utilizes the information within

the semantic mask and disentangles the features in different

semantic regions. While this shows its effectiveness over

more localized attributes, it fails to generate controls for

global attributes like gender or age. Gradient-based channel

filtering [8] selects channels based on the importance with

respect to a target attribute. More concretely, by taking the

gradient with respect to each attribute, Chen et al. [8] se-

lect the channels that have the maximal impact on the target

attribute while filtering out the channels with the maximal

impact on other attributes. However, this could fail if two

attributes are strongly correlated and share almost the same

set of channels for decisions.

What if the original GAN space is “entangled”? In

this case, will the GAN model be able to generate images

that never or hardly appear in the training data? For in-

stance, images which are typically out of the distribution

of the training data such as men with lipstick or women

with beards. We hypothesize that the lack of such train-

ing data results in non-uniformly distributed density (hence

entanglement) in the learned latent space, which leads to

the bias of the identified directions. To support our intu-

ition, we first show the empirical findings of the correlation

between different attribute pairs in the original image distri-

bution and how this affects the learned GAN space. Inspired

by our empirical findings, we propose a novel framework

called SC2GAN to obtain disentangled controls. In par-

ticular, we project generated samples with GAN inversion

methods back into the low-density regions in the learned la-

tent space to achieve a more balanced latent space distribu-

tion, which can help decorrelate the pairs of attributes. We

show that the interpretable directions re-learned by different

methods under our framework would be corrected towards

the correct cluster, as shown in the right panel of Figure 1.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We study the entanglement problem by showing the

unbalancedness of certain attribute pairs in the origi-

nal dataset and the resulting bias in the learned latent

space.

• We propose a simple yet effective framework called

SC2GAN to disentangle features by correcting the bi-

ased latent space via projecting certain manipulated

sample groups.

• We qualitatively and quantitatively show the effective-

ness of our method, which is applicable as a post-

processing procedure to many existing approaches that

learn interpretable directions.

2. Related Work

We provide an overview of two different categories of

approaches to control GAN outputs, as well as the line of

work that embeds real images into GAN latent space.

2.1. Image Editing with Conditional GANs

By incorporating class label-related loss terms during

training, conditional GANs obtain explicit controls over the

generation process [17, 12, 19], which can generate images

of classes specified by the user with a class label as input.

Nevertheless, they lack controls over fine-grained attributes

hence the entanglement issue can still occur. Recently, in

the face image generation domain, new methods have been

proposed to gain more fine-grained controls over multiple

attributes [9, 21]. These approaches translate 3D face ren-

dering controls, i.e., 3DMM [6] parameters, into the GAN

framework, and are able to control the expressions, pose

and illumination while preserving the identity. However,

controls learnable by these methods are limited to existing

3D models’ parametrization of facial attributes.

2.2. Interpolation in GAN Latent Space

Unlike conditional GANs, another line of work [4, 20,

11, 25] explores controls over output image semantics in

GANs trained without labels. They have shown that such

GAN latent space encodes rich semantic information with

numerous meaningful directions, interpolation along which

results in human-interpretable changes in the output seman-

tics. InterFaceGAN [20] employs pre-trained image clas-

sifiers to cluster latent codes corresponding to different se-

mantics and trains SVMs on those samples to learn the edit-

ing direction. Grad-Control [8] works similarly by training

fully connected layers on a small amount of labelled latent

codes, and taking the classifier gradient directions as the

meaningful path in the latent space. GANSapce [11] works

in an unsupervised way by performing PCA on features in

the generator, and regressing linear directions in the latent

space corresponding to the principal components, which

correspond to human-interpretable changes in the image

space. StyleSpace [25] learns more fine-grained controls

by computing latent channels exclusively activated for se-

mantic regions defined by pre-trained semantic segmenta-

tion networks.

Although various semantic directions have been discov-

ered, during interpolation, entanglement in attributes, i.e.,
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changing the target affects other causally independent at-

tributes, often occurs. This phenomenon is known as spuri-

ous correlation [23, 3] and could be ascribed to the nature

of the learned latent space, i.e., groups of visual attributes

are not guaranteed to be uniformly distributed in the train-

ing data, hence the generator captures such spurious cor-

relations and implicitly encodes them in its latent space.

To address this issue, in the context of GAN latent space,

Shen et al. [20] proposes to adjust the editing directions and

minimize the change in the entangled attributes by orthog-

onalizing the target direction from the entangled attribute

through projection, while [8] filters out salient latent chan-

nels for predicting the entangled attribute during interpola-

tion. More generally, if the structure of the causal graph is

known, Wang et al. [23] propose a post-processing method

to provably identify and filter the feature subspace spanned

by these spurious features by projecting the features to the

so-called invariant feature subspace.

Although the aforementioned methods achieve partial

success, disentanglement remains challenging when the

correlation between attributes is significantly strong. After

the adjustment, the resulting direction often only brings triv-

ial changes in the target, or very few channels are left for the

target attribute. [25] suffers less from the entanglement is-

sue as it focuses on attributes belonging to localized seman-

tic regions, but it lacks the ability to edit global attributes

like age that require changes over the entire image. Dif-

ferent from approaches that directly adjust the biased direc-

tions, we propose to utilize such directions and debias the

learned latent space by generating samples in low-density

regions, and re-learn the editing directions based on the cor-

rected latent distribution.

2.3. GAN inversion

GAN inversion embeds real-world images into the GAN

latent space, which can then be edited with latent space in-

terpolation [1, 2, 15, 22, 24]. There are two main categories

of GAN inversion: optimization-based methods [1, 15, 2],

which sample from the original latent space and optimize

the latent code to match the output with the real image tar-

get, or encoder-based methods [22, 24], which aim to invert

the generation process and learn the reverse mapping from

image space to the latent space, with the help from training

on a large number of latent code-image pairs. One common

challenge for GAN inversion is the tradeoff between distor-

tion (i.e., resemblance to the target) and editability (i.e., how

close the inverted code lies to the original latent distribu-

tion for the latent interpolation directions to be applicable),

and different regularization methods have been proposed to

handle such tradeoffs [28, 22]. In our work, we employ

latent optimization to obtain samples with infrequent com-

binations of attributes, as we find it achieves little distortion

and the results faithfully represent the minority distributions

in the biased learned space.

3. Methodology

In this section, we describe the motivation and details

of our method to self-correct StyleGAN W space and ob-

tain disentangled image manipulations. We first show our

empirical observations of entanglement in the learned la-

tent distribution, followed by a more in-depth analysis that

quantifies such phenomena. We then demonstrate our pro-

posed novel framework that addressed the disentanglement

by balancing the latent distribution. Specifically, we gener-

ate images that correspond to the low-density regions and

rebalance the distribution by projecting those images back

into the learned latent space.

3.1. StyleGAN Latent Space Entanglement

StyleGAN Latent Space. Our method to rebalance and

disentangle the StyleGAN W space is motivated by obser-

vations of correlations between pairs of attributes in Style-

GAN outputs. GANs map latent codes z from a known dis-

tribution Z ⊆ R
d to an image space X ⊆ R

H×W×3 with

the mapping function g : Z → X . In StyleGAN [14], in-

stead of directly feeding z to the generative blocks, the out-

(a) Averaged faces for each attribute sign showing entanglement

from the GAN-generated images.

(b) Averaged faces from the merged dataset containing equal

amounts of original W samples and self-corrected samples. By

projecting data onto low-density regions in the original clusters,

e.g., edited images of old people not wearing eyeglasses or men

with lipstick, the corrected distributions show less attribute corre-

lations.

Figure 2: Averaged faces for each attribute sign sampled

from the original W space and inverted from W+ edits.
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(a) Original FFHQ dataset. (b) StyleGAN2 generated images. (c) PCA of original. (d) PCA with corrected.

Figure 3: Illustration of the entanglement. (a) and (b) are the absolute values of tetrachoric correlations between each attribute

pair in the original FFHQ dataset and StyleGAN-generated images. (c) is an example visualization of the latent space

entanglement between eyeglasses and age, where the decision boundaries and interpolation directions for both attributes

are likely to be similar. We show age clusters and eyeglasses clusters, fitted with PCAs trained on eyeglasses samples and

projected with the top two components. In (d), we project the self-corrected samples (young with eyeglasses and old without

eyeglasses) onto the same axes.

put is controlled by a function of w = M(z) where M is

a multilayer perceptron network with 8 layers. The vector

w is a style vector lying in the W ⊆ R
d space and each

w vector is repeated 18 times to a w+ vector and fed to

generator layers at different resolutions to generate the final

image with G(w+; θ)), which has been shown to enable

powerful controls of features at different abstraction levels.

Biases in learned W space. Multiple works [14, 20, 11]

have discovered that, unlike the original Z distribution, the

W space distribution is distorted as it captures the spu-

rious correlations between attributes in the training data,

resulting in low-density regions for the minority attribute

groups. To visualize such effects, we randomly sampled

500k images from StyleGAN2-FFHQ [15] and employed

pre-trained CelebA claasifiers [14] on our image bank to se-

lect the most confident 1k samples for a set of attributes. As

shown in Figure 2a, we aggregate the 1k faces by comput-

ing the pixel space averages and show strong correlations

among different attribute pairs, e.g., men with lipstick and

women with beard are often underrepresented in the learned

space, which directly relates to the entanglement problem

many previous works W [20, 8, 11] suffer from, where edit-

ing one attribute affects the correlated attribute as well.

In order to further explain the findings above, we ana-

lyze the latent space entanglement from both the training

data and the learned latent distribution perspectives. First,

we analyze the original FFHQ training data for StyleGAN.

With ffhq-features-dataset [18], Figure 3a measures the

correlations between each pair of attributes, which exhibits

non-trivial correlations between attributes like eyeglasses

and age in alignment with our observations above. Next,

we analyze the W space leveraging knowledge from pre-

trained image classifiers [14]. In particular, with our 500k

image bank and pseudo labels for each attribute of inter-

est, we computed the same correlation matrix in Figure 3b.

The big correlations between certain attribute pairs make

the learning of disentangled editing directions challenging.

For instance, for eyeglasses and age, since the high-density

region for the old mostly contains old people wearing eye-

glasses code samples, it’s highly likely that when interpo-

lating young latent code without eyeglasses following the

old direction, eyeglasses will be added. Essentially, this

corresponds to the overlaps between separation boundaries

learned from data generated from the original W distribu-

tion, and we provide an intuitive explanation illustrated in

Figure 3c. As discussed in [20], for such strong entan-

glement, orthogonalization of the editing direction through

projection does not work well, as it also removes the target

direction. Similarly, the salient channels proposed in [8] for

both attributes also overlap significantly, making channel

filtering prone to fail to disentangle the attributes.

Disentangled edits with biased StyleGAN W directions.
Despite the biases in W space, previous works [11, 8]

that learn editing directions based on W samples found a

workaround to obtain disentangled edits. Instead of directly

interpolating in W, they apply the learned W directions to

a subset of W+ layers, which enables more localized con-

trols. By limiting the changes to certain semantic regions,

they successfully achieve disentanglement, e.g., only mov-

ing the mid-level W+ layers to add lipstick and freezing

the early layers that control global looks to avoid changing

the gender.

However, W+ interpolation has limited capacity as the

changes are mostly limited to specific semantic regions.

When editing attributes that involve global-wise deforma-

tion, limiting the changes to specific W+ layers sometimes

results in the desired target effect not being present, an ex-

ample of which is shown in Figure 9. On the contrary,
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W space modifies the image on a global level with greater

ranges of changes available. Nevertheless, W+ interpo-

lation is still useful as it provides us access to StyleGAN-

generated images with minority attribute groups. We hy-

pothesize that, if these images can be reconstructed from

latent codes in the W space, then such latent code cluster

represents the low-density region needed for correcting the

entangled W editing direction. Therefore, we ask the fol-

lowing question: Instead of manipulating the learned edit-

ing directions, if we could obtain low-density samples, e.g.,

old people without eyeglasses in the W space, and create

a less biased (more balanced) training distribution for the

editing direction, would the newly trained direction be more

disentangled? An intuition behind our hypothesis is shown

in Figure 3d where we aim to create a more balanced dis-

tribution for age clusters in terms of samples wearing eye-

glasses.

3.2. Learning Disentangled W Directions

In order to debias the learned latent space distribution,

efforts are needed to first identify the low-density regions

and then acquire or generate the corresponding images. To

automate this process and enable a large-scale correction,

we introduce our method called SC2GAN, which corrects

the bias in the W distribution via self-corrected latent code

samples. Given an entangled editing direction in W, our

propose to first interpolate W codes in W+, which of-

ten shows more disentangled controls but does not gener-

alize well for all attributes with the same hyper-parameters.

Following such direction, we obtain edited images with lo-

calized changes corresponding to minority attribute groups,

which will then be projected to the W space via GAN in-

version. To enable disentangled editing, we re-train [20, 8]

with this self-corrected latent distribution to learn the edit-

ing directions. We now describe the details of each step.

Latent interpolation in W and W+. With an editing di-

rection fa(w) ⊆ R
d learned, which could be a constant

vector in the latent space, or a function of w, interpolation

in W space for 1 step with step size s follows:

w′ = w + fa(w) ∗ s (1)

To interpolate in W+, the editing process can be denoted

as

w+
′
= E(fa,w, {i}, n, s) (2)

, where the ith W+ layers are edited following Equa-
tion 1 starting from w for n steps with step size s. For

example, E(fa,w, {0, 1, 2, 3}, 3, 0.5) means moving only

the first 4 W+ layers for 3 steps with step size 0.5, while

E(fa,w, {0..17}, 3, 0.5) is equivalent to interpolating in

W space. As observed in multiple previous works [25, 11,

8], compared to W, the W+ space from StyleGAN en-

ables more localized controls, with W codes fed to layers at

different resolutions controlling different abstraction levels,

and the entanglement issue can be alleviated with spatial-

wise editing in W+.

Obtaining Self-corrected Samples in W. To verify our

hypothesis above, we employ a latent optimization process

and project the disentangled W+ interpolation results to

the W space following:

w∗ = argmin
w

�(G(w; θ), G(w+
′
; θ)) (3)

and we observe that the inverted W codes faithfully recon-

struct the W+ editing results and preserve the minority at-

tribute groups well. In other words, these latent codes are

self-corrected (disentangled) samples based on the original

entangled editing directions, and they can be merged with

the original W space samples to create a more balanced

distribution for re-learning the editing directions. Assum-

ing the original W space distribution has the entanglement

issue between attribute a1 and a2, where the high-density

regions mostly contain latent codes W with (a1−, a2+)
and (a1+, a2−) semantics in the image space, hence chang-

ing the sign of a1 by interpolating in W is likely to cause

the opposite change in a2. Through the process described

above, we obtain w∗ codes corresponding to images with

(a1+, a2+) and (a1−, a2−) semantics in W space, hence

the strength of a2 in each a1 cluster can be balanced by

merging the original w codes with the self-corrected w∗

codes. By retraining the editing direction for a1 with the

corrected distribution in W, we decouple a1 from the signs

of a2 and achieve disentangled and global controls.

4. Experiments
In this section, we apply our framework to existing su-

pervised methods that learn editing directions based on W
space latent code samples and obtain more disentangled di-

rections. We first visualize such improvements by compar-

ing the interpolation results before and after applying our

framework, then quantify the amount of improvement for

disentangling attribute pairs.

4.1. Experiment Setup

Models. We perform our experiments on the W space

of StyleGAN2 [15] pretrained on FFHQ [14] with SVM-

based [20] and gradient-based [8] editing directions. We

sample 500k images and obtain pseudo labels for attributes

gender, smile, eyeglasses, age, lipstick and beard with pre-

trained attribute classifiers [14].

Learning the Original Directions. Since our framework

requires re-training of the learned editing directions, we

first sample W latent codes corresponding to the images

with the biggest/smallest logits from the classifier and fol-

low [20] and [8] to learn the original W space editing di-

rections.
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Figure 4: Disentangled editing results. N/A means unsupported direction. *Age for [25] is “white hair” and for the rest is

“age”. Within each group of images, left: source; middle, right: small and large interpolation direction. Our framework helps

both methods [20, 8] obtain more disentangled W controls and achieve better results than W+ [11] and S controls [25] on

global attributes like gender, and similar performance for localized ones like lipstick.

Learning the Disentangled Directions. With the original

editing directions learned by each method, we apply Equa-
tion 1, 2, 3 with the W+ layer indices provided by [11, 8]

to the set of training samples to obtain the self-corrected

samples. We re-train the directions from scratch using the

merged dataset containing both self-corrected samples and

the original W codes. More implementation details can be

found in the Appendix.

4.2. Disentangled Attribute Manipulation

We first present qualitative results for attribute manipu-

lation for gender, age, eyeglasses, lipstick and beard in Fig-
ure 4, where we compare the original directions learned by

Grad-Control [8] and InterFaceGAN [20] and editing direc-

tions after applying our framework to both methods. We

also compare our results with methods to which our frame-

work is not applicable. GANSpace [11] learns meaningful

directions in W by applying PCA to generator features and

requires manual examination for semantic meanings, while

StyleSpace [25] finds locally activated semantic channels in

S space, which is W+ layers with affine transformations

applied. For both global attributes(age and gender) and

local attributes(lipstick, eyeglasses and beard), our frame-

work boosts disentanglement for both InterFaceGAN [20]

and Grad-Control [8]. For instance, we achieve disentan-

gled aging effects without eyeglasses added and decouple

female direction from smile. GANSpace and StyleSpace

suffer little from the entanglement issue, but the amount of

change they make for global attributes is extremely limited,

e.g., StyleSpace fails to synthesize more female effects, and
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Figure 5: Attribute Dependency (AD), x-axis: normalized logit change in the target attribute, y-axis: mean of normalized

logit changes in the others. Large y values mean strong entanglement. Our framework significantly reduces the amount of

entanglement during interpolation in W space for both [20] and [8].

Figure 6: Disentangled controls with and without our

framework applied to [20] for editing real images.

GANSpace lacks the ability to generate aging effects. In the

meantime, for local attributes, with our framework applied,

InterFaceGAN and Grad-Control achieve performance sim-

ilar to GANSpace and StyleSpace, which operate in spaces

of much higher dimensions.

4.3. Quantitative Results: Entanglement Analysis

We quantify the level of entanglement based on Attribute

Dependency(AD) proposed by [25]. To compute the level

of entanglement for one attribute a with an editing method

fa, we first sample latent codes corresponding to images

around the decision boundaries for the corresponding at-

tribute classifier [14], and interpolate them with fixed step

sizes d for 9 steps. At each step s, we compute the abso-

lute change in logits for the target x = Δlas and the sum

of absolute logits changes in the rest of the attributes, di-

vided by the population standard deviation of each attribute

y = 1
|A|−1Σi∈A\a

Δlis
σli , where A stands for the set of all at-

tributes. Finally, we group all points with respect to ( x
σla )

into buckets of (0, 0.25], (0.25, 0.5], . . . , (1.75, 2], and plot

the midpoint for each bucket as the final x-value, mean of

y values within each bucket as the final y-value. We ap-

pend the full algorithm and more details in the Appendix.

As shown in Figure 5, with our framework applied, the dis-

entanglement in W editing direction improves significantly

for [8, 20] on all attributes.

4.4. Real Image Manipulation

Figure 6 show the edited results on real images where

entanglement exists for correlated features. Due to lim-

ited space, we demonstrate the age and lipstick edits fol-

lowing [20] with and without applying SC2GAN. Our pro-

posed approach achieves disentanglement while preserving

the identity better.

5. Ablation Studies
Number of Self-corrected Samples. We qualitatively

show how the number of self-corrected samples merged

with the original W training data affects the overall editing

directions learned by [8] in Figure 7, as their method can

be trained only on a small dataset. With more self-corrected

samples added, the original entanglement with eyeglasses is

further minimized, with eyeglasses not appearing with sim-

ilar aging effects present during interpolation.

Directly Sampling Balanced Data. An alternative ap-

proach that obtains the low-density area latent codes is to

directly sample from such regions based on the pseudo la-

bels of our image bank. However, as shown in Figure 8,

although some entanglement can be alleviated with this ap-

proach, training with these samples could result in editing

direction pointing to areas with lower image quality as the

generator is not well-trained in those W regions. Further-

more, the amount of low-density data available for sam-
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Figure 7: Comparison of different numbers of self-

corrected samples added.

Figure 8: Comparison of balanced sampling from the origi-

nal W space and our framework. Balanced sampling-based

direction makes the image unnaturally dark.

pling is extremely limited, and as we take whatever is avail-

able given the scarcity of such data, these samples could

lie close to the original separation boundary. Consequently,

Figure 9: The difference between spatial-wise W+ inter-

polation and W interpolation for increasing a child’s age.

they may fail to provide a strong enough signal for the sep-

aration boundary to shift significantly.

Comparison with W+ Space Editing. We base our work

on findings of [14, 11, 8] where W+ space provides lo-

calized changes. Nevertheless, for attributes like aging, the

editing involves great amounts of deformation of the origi-

nal semantic regions, hence the localized W+ space edits

could fail to achieve the desired target effect, whereas inter-

polation in the W space is less prone to such failures as it

modifies the image on a global level. We present an exam-

ple in Figure 9. Both directions learned with our framework

applied to [8] and the original direction with W+ interpo-

lation do not suffer from the entanglement with eyeglasses.

Yet, the latter fails to create aging effects like saggy cheeks

and ptosis of eyelids, with the changes mostly limited to the

initial semantic regions.

6. Conclusion

We study the entanglement problem in the W space of

StyleGAN2 and propose SC2GAN, a simple yet effective

method that generates self-corrected samples in low-density

regions to obtain disentangled controls. With these self-

corrected samples added to the original W distribution, we

learn decoupled separation boundaries that enable disentan-

gled editing. Overall, our framework shows strong capabili-

ties to disentangle attributes with similar separation bound-

aries and salient channels in the original latent space, and

works well in both local and global attribute manipulations.
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